About Us
Gemini Consulting & Services an IT & ITeS service provider in consulting, technology, and
outsourcing solutions. As a trusted and proven partner, focused on providing innovative solutions,
Gemini enables our customers to perform better than the competition and stay ahead of the
innovation curve.
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"We went through a stringent process of ﬁnalizing the VAT implementation partner, evaluating many players
Project Head - Leading infrastructure company in the UAE
and ﬁnally awarded the project to Gemini".
"The Gemini VAT GCC approach and delivery capability are highly specialized with best industry practices”.
CXO - Leading power company in the UAE
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Adapting to VAT
Move ahead with confidence

VAT Overview
The GCC states have worked together to develop a framework for the introduction of VAT. This
framework agreement contains the underlying principles of VAT laws for the six GCC countries.
The advent of GCC VAT in the Gulf region is likely from 1 January 2018 and this would cause a
paradigm shift in the business dynamics of this region. The challenge for the business community
in the Gulf will be to understand the Law and to plan accordingly to adapt to this transitional
business change.

What is VAT
• VAT is an indirect tax applied on the consumption of most goods and services.
• VAT is levied by VAT registered businesses which make supplies of goods and services in
the course of furtherance of their business.

• VAT is also applicable on the import of goods.
• VAT is levied at each stage in the supply chain and is collected by businesses on behalf of the
Government. VAT is ultimately incurred and paid by the end consumer.

• Although VAT will apply to most goods and services there are some likely exceptions: this

includes basic food items, essential medicines and exports of goods and international services
which are expected to be zero rated supplies.

• Furthermore, other supplies such as healthcare, education, sale or lease of residential property
and finance and insurance are expected to be exempt from VAT.

• VAT is likely to be introduced across the GCC on January 1, 2018.
• The standard VAT rate will be 5% unless a zero rate (0%) or exemption applies.
• In order to be liable for charging VAT, a company must generate USD $100,000 (SAR 3,75,000).
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Impact of VAT on business
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Gemini’s Approach
Prior to making any changes to the Client’s IT system, Gemini would need to identify the VAT
implications based on the client’s current business model. As the system will need to be configured
at transactional level, the appropriate VAT treatment must first be determined. Gemini will also
assess the business processes changes required, which are associated with the VAT requirements.

How Gemini can help
Keeping the client needs in mind, we, at Gemini, pursue a quality-centric approach for providing
one-stop indirect tax solutions. Our experience in implementing Goods and Services Tax (GST) for
our clients has enabled us to build cost-effective solutions for indirect tax structures. We have
formulated VAT Business Advisory and Compliance services to assist our clients plan and
effectively mitigate transitional risk.

• The clock is ticking toward the introduction of the GCC Value-added Tax (VAT) on 1 January 2018.
• The implementation of a VAT has an impact on all the segments of the GCC economies and
entails a fundamental change in the way consumption taxes are enforced in the region.

• Gemini understands how critically important a successful VAT implementation is.
• Gemini has the breadth of experience and insight necessary to provide the consistent and
good-quality service offerings that are needed at this critical juncture for a successful
implementation of the VAT.
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VAT Roadmap in 5 steps

1

Impact Assessment
• Understand & Review the GCC VAT
framework & Individual country legislation
• Understand the business transactions
• Determine the impact of VAT compliance on
business
• Determine the business units to be mapped
• Evaluate the areas of impact on SAP

Blueprint Design

2

• Design various processes, organization,
technology
• Design the VAT blueprint
• Design the VAT processes & procedures

3

Implementation
• Execute the SAP VAT Blueprint
• Build and configure the Tax technology
• Implement the changes to the test system

Testing

4

• Develop Test Scenarios for UAT
• Validate VAT results for all test scenarios
• Test VAT processes and controls

5

Go-Live
• Test Exceptions
• Resolve Issues
• Monitor VAT Compliance
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